
Legalese ( A Certain Language in the Courts )

KingCharlie Prince

(Legalese) They Have A Certain Language In The Couts

*****1st Verse*****

look at the system - God is very upset.

Cause America owes, and using us to pay it's debt

Issuing fictitious names and know it's not us.

Continue to perpetrate In God We Trust

A straw-man was created Shortly after our birth.

Made us into collateral now how much we're worth ?

It all started out when the country went broke

In 1933, we were now under their yoke,

This not a joke, but you don't seem to comprehend.

You would rather be this enemy friend, you won't win

Every legal document have our so called name

Written in all caps it's even spelled out the same.

A corporation was made - in order to encumber

By giving us laws and a tax ID number-

Now we are stock up on the auction block

While the queen of England get her piece of the rock.

Hook

They have a certain language / in the courts that they use
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Called legalese / a language to confuse

Just like the codes that we use on the streets

When it come to the courts, the judge and lawyers got us beat

They would cause you to make a verbal contract with them

Unaware - and this is the way we get condemned

If you know like I know, you would free yourself

And stop being afraid because he threatens you with wealth

*****2nd Verse*****

We appear in British courts
cause we give them our consent

Unaware, now we face the judge on the bench

But in German translate, the word bench mean bank

He capitalize from the title of judge as his rank

Every document our godly doesn't appear

When it come to standing up to the judge, many fear

Like the cowardly lion on the wizard of oz

Some of us have the knowledge but we don't have the heart

It went from U.S constitution to federal corporation

Title 28}3002 is the confirmation

A code that violates - the U.S constitution

Contradiction, so it causes a confusion

I see what was meant about the yellow brick road

It was a symbolic meaning of the yellow brick of gold



That were taken away by the federal reserve

Now they printing promissory notes, you haven't heard ?

Hook

They have a certain language / in the courts that they use

Called legalese / a language to confuse

Just like the codes that we use on the streets

When it come to the courts, the judge and lawyers got us beat

They would cause you to make a verbal contract with them

Unaware - and this is the way we get condemned

If you know like I know, you would free yourself

And stop being afraid because he threatens you with wealth

*****Verse 3****

Politics ? I don't think so, it's poli-tricks

The ones who overthrew the government were really sick

They created the smoke screens to keep us unaware

Of what's being planned so we end up unprepared

When we looking one way, they are planning other shit

When it's all said and done, they're the ones who benefit

They are keeping us focus on the Local news

But look at Israel , who tax dollars pay the Jews ?

When we do get the news, it's been watered down

But you never hear them talking about the British Crown



And how it's tied in and still owns America

Cause what's practiced here - it's just a replica ( copy )

It gets deep cause the Vatican's the source

They have the real bible, so please don't think it's yours

When the Pope come in town, he's only mocking us

Cause he know we are lost to the God we say we trust

Hook

They have a certain language / in the courts that they use

Called legalese / a language to confuse

Just like the codes that we use on the streets

When it come to the courts, the judge and lawyers got us beat

They would cause you to make a verbal contract with them

Unaware - and this is the way we get condemned

If you know like I know, you would free yourself

And stop being afraid because he threatens you with wealth
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